
South Pole Ski Expedition November 2019 – January 2020
1130KM – 55 days – guided, unsupported 

Corporate Sponsoring Options



Introduction:
Make-A-Wish and Beyond Summits have in some way a similar mission. Make-A-Wish fulfils wishes of children between 3
and 18 years old who are seriously, sometimes life threateningly ill. Beyond Summits’ mission is to inspire 1 million people
to fulfil their dream. These ambitions in combination with an upcoming, extreme expedition to the South Pole became for
Beyond Summits the foundation for an unique fund raising program that aims to raise € 100.000,- or more to fulfil as
many children’s dreams as possible with support of corporate and private donations.

Team & Expedition summary:
Jaco Ottink is an entrepreneur, explorer and full time dad. Next to that he has almost twenty years of global sales
experience in the FMCG industry and is the owner of Beyond Summits. After summitting Mount Everest in 2016 and
reaching the North Pole in 2018 it is now time to complete the Explorers’ Grand Slam (The 7 Summits – the highest
mountain on each continent plus both Poles) as the second Dutch person ever by going to the South Pole this winter in a
team of four people from around the world. The team will be dropped at the edge of Antarctica and 55 days and 1130 km
later they hope to reach the 90º point.

Business options to support fulfilling children’s wishes
To achieve this ambitious fundraising goal, Beyond Summits is offering 3 corporate sponsoring options that are outlined
below:

Option A : € 7.500,- (maximum 5 available)
• 1 hour motivational talk tailored to your company’s agenda or purpose, for example during a company event at your

location
• Extended with a workshop session up to 2 hours
• Company logo present on: expedition jacket, expedition sledge, Beyond Summits internet page and all blogs

highlighted as “platinum sponsor”
• Free use of high resolution photo pack (50 shots) taken during the South Pole Expedition with the company logo

visible

Option B : € 5.000,-
• 1 hour motivational talk tailored to your company’s agenda or purpose, for example during a company event at your

location
• Company logo present on: expedition jacket, Beyond Summits internet page and all blogs highlighted “key sponsor”

Option C : € 3.000,-
• 1 hour motivational talk tailored to your company’s agenda or purpose, for example during a company event at your

location
• Company logo present on Beyond Summits internet page and highlighted as “sponsor”

Transparency :
• Jaco’s expedition to the South Pole is personally funded. 60% of all corporate donations will go to Make-A-Wish the

Netherlands and the remaining 40% are used to cover the expedition costs.
• Each sponsorship is the starting point of a collaboration and specific elements and terms can be agreed upfront

together.

Summary of a motivational talk:
Every day we set ourselves a goal and before we even reach this target we already have a new one in place, but what do
we do with our own dreams? As an explorer of the world, I set goals that always come from a dream. For this reason, I am
convinced that we should dare to dream as a child, a teenager or an adult. These dreams must challenge us, enrich us,
cost and give us energy, but they need to fit in our individual lives too. Dare to Dream sounds easy but do we take the
time to think about our personal vision and if we do so, are we able to translate this into our day-to-day business? My
journey to complete the Explores Grand Slam has a 100% match with the world in which we work but from a different
angle. As the story unfolds, I will involve the group in solving some of the challenges or dilemmas with which I was
confronted. My ambition is to leave the audience with the following key messages:
• Dare to Chase YOUR Dream, Belief in Yourself that YOU Can Do It!
• Key Drivers for being successful
• Iron Discipline, Perfect Preparation and Execution and Perseverance

Additional Information:
• Page 3 - detailed summary about Make-A-Wish Nederland
• Page 4 - background Jaco Ottink & Beyond Summits in combination with relevant links



Make-A-Wish The Netherlands 
Every child desires to be a child. This also goes for children with a serious, sometimes even life-
threatening illness. Children for whom life largely consists of fear and hospital treatments. Make-A-
Wish the Netherlands takes these children’s worries away by fulfilling their dearest wish and allows 
them to be a child again instead of a patient. This provides not only these children but also the 
entire family with strength and energy for the future. 

600 wishes per year
Make-A-Wish the Netherlands was founded in 1989 and annually fulfils more than 600 dearest 
wishes of children with a serious, sometimes even life-threatening illness aged between 3 and 18 
years. A beautiful achievement. Realised by the efforts of more than 400 motivated volunteers and 
the support of donators and sponsors.

Power of a wish
Make-A-Wish the Netherlands is convinced that every child wants to be a child. Children with a 
serious illness often have a life that consists of fear, worries, and hospital treatments. For these 
children, ‘breing ill’ receives most of the attention. By being a ‘patient’, the fact of being a ‘child’ 
and, as a result, the faith in the own strength is often unconsciously limited by the environment. 
Make-A-Wish believes that if you take these children’s worries away and you let them experience 
what it is like to be a child again, you can re-fuel their own stength. You let them experience how 
strong they really are. This way, you give not only the child, but the whole family stength and 
energy for the future.

Child at the core
Not the illness, but the child or young person receives the attention, and that makes the wish 
unforgettable. Each wish fulfilment is 100% custom and the starting point is always the imagnation
of the child in question. Each wish is converted into an unforgettable experience that has a long-
lasting effect. For the child, but also for the family. 

More money=more wishes
When fulfilling a wish, Make-A-Wish the Netherlands assumes all costs incurred. In order to do this, 
the foundation looks forward to a growing support from society. And that is important, because 
Make-A-Wish the Netherlands receives no subsidy from the government and is therefore entirely 
dependent on donations from individuals and companies. More money means more wishes.

www.makeawishnederland.org

http://www.makeawishnederland.org/


JACO OTTINK
Entrepreneur, Explorer & Full time Dad 

jaco.ottink@gmail.com www.beyondsummits.nl

EXPERIENCE LIFE PHILOSOPHY
"Being successful is setting yourself a goal that is 
beyond your current capabilities and achieving it”

Owner & Managing Director
Beyond Summits

May 2016
• My mission with Beyond Summits is to “Inspire 1 million 

people to fulfil their dream”. 
• I guide and inspire people during workshops, motivational 

talks and on a one to one basis as a coach
• These sessions or events can take place at any location 

across the world.
• 50% Of my time I offer my services on an expenses rate only 

with the main focus on supporting schools with Quality 
Education

Customer Business Manager
Unilever Australia

2013 -2016
• Leading the complete UL food portfolio for retailers as 

Woolworths and Coles.
• Created a turnaround from a steep decline into growth 

across several categories in combination with market share 
increase

Channel - Customer Manager D&E
Unilever Singapore

2011 - 2013
• In this capacity I was responsible for the co-ordination and 

performance of multiple channels across Unilever’s top 18 
Developed and Emerging markets and for a successful 
delivery of USG growth and Market Share

• On top of the above I was the customer interface with our 
strategic partner Dairy Farm in Asia driving growth above 
each country’s footprint

Sales Manager
Unilever Netherlands

1998 - 2011
• Multiple functions across Customer Development (Sales). 
• Leading the whole drug chain business for Unilever and 

growing consistently over a period of 4 years

A DAY OF MY LIFE

MOST PROUD OF

EDUCATION

STRENGTHS

English

Dutch

Sales Master
Business School Netherlands & Mercuri International

Hilversum, The Netherlands

• Higher Vocational Education
• Including term papers and various study cases

Walking the dog Luna

Dreaming

Enjoying food

Cooking

Time to relax
Brain, Body & Believe
(Training)

Fulltime dad for 
Lente, Iris and Tom

Beyond Summits

Gender Equality 
Made the decision together with my wife Danielle that she 
will take the lead career and that my focus will be on 
improving the quality of our family life as a full time dad

Persistence & Commitment 
Completing a life dream journey by summiting Mt Everest 
and with that the 7 Summits (the highest mountain on 
each continent). 

Global Citizen
More than 20 successful years in the FMCG industry across 
the world. Leading teams and accounts to higher levels  
with authentic leadership and honesty as key ingredient

LANGUAGES

London – United Kingdom +44 (0)7368 178314

mailto:jaco.ottink@gmail.com
http://www.beyondsummits.nl/

